Section A – Course

Exercise 1: Automatic lathe
   Pump characteristic  A-3

Exercise 2: Package lifting device
   Pressure relief valve characteristic  A-7

Exercise 3: Drawing press
   Hydraulic resistances  A-11

Exercise 4: Calender feeding device
   Single-acting cylinder (basic circuit)  A-15

Exercise 5: Hardening furnace
   Single-acting cylinder
   (measurement and calculation)  A-19

Exercise 6: Furnace door control
   Double-acting cylinder  A-23

Exercise 7: Conveyor tensioning device
   4/3-way valve with bypass to pump  A-29

Exercise 8: Cold-store door
   Accumulator  A-33

Exercise 9: Rotary machining station
   Flow control valve and counter-holding  A-37

Exercise 10: Painting booth
   Flow control valve characteristic  A-41

Exercise 11: Embossing machine
   One-way flow control valve and counter-holding  A-45

Exercise 12: Surface grinding machine
   Differential circuit  A-49

Exercise 13: Drilling machine
   Pressure regulator  A-55

Exercise 14: Bulkhead door
   Hydraulic clamping of a cylinder  A-59
Exercise 15: Ferry loading ramp
  Flow control valve in inlet and outlet lines A-63
Exercise 16: Skip handling
  Varying load A-69
Exercise 17: Bonding press
  Comparison of pressure regulator and – pressure relief valve A-73
Exercise 18: Assembly device
  Pressure sequence circuit, displacement-step diagram A-77
Exercise 19: Assembly device
  Calculation of pressure and time A-81
Exercise 20: Tipping container
  Electrohydraulics A-85